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Strategic Class Framework
Global investment markets have become more volatile over the
last 20 years, causing plan sponsors to focus on better
understanding and managing risk.
Pre-2008
 Institutional investors had largely been Relative Return investors
 Managed portfolios to outperform a policy benchmark
 Individual asset classes and investment managers are evaluated on relative return
criteria (return vs. market proxy benchmark)
Post-2008
 More complex, interrelated global markets, higher exposure to major market moves
 Understanding that ≈ 90% of portfolio’s return is driven by the policy portfolio
 Recognize that macro risks drive a policy portfolio’s returns – Absolute Return oriented
 Result: Seeking to diversify by sources of risk, rather than asset allocation
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Strategic Class Framework
Policy risk drives overall portfolio risk
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Strategic Class Framework
Despite a balanced Asset Allocation EBMUDERS’ risk allocation is
overwhelmingly (~95%) allocated towards Growth
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 Similar to most plan sponsors, despite having numerous asset classes and thousands
of securities, EBMUDERS’ portfolio lacks diversification as roughly 95% of the portfolio is
geared towards one risk factor: growth risk
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Strategic Class Framework
Absolute return orientation leads to a Strategic class
(risk/objective) orientation versus Traditional asset orientation
 Portfolios are organized around certain risk/objectives
 Recognizing the need for an absolute return orientation lends itself to a more
risk-centric management process
• Focus on total risk rather than relative risk
• Seek to diversify by risk rather than necessarily by asset
• Regardless of varying asset allocations, most plan sponsors’ portfolios are
currently dominated by one risk; Economic Growth Risk
 Primary Goal: Improved transparency into the broad risk exposures
• Better insight into the portfolio’s likely response(s) to major macro events
• Incorporate increased complexity into the portfolio
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Strategic Class Framework
 Instead of “asset classes” consider “risk classes” or “risk bundles” or “strategic classes”
 Under such a framework shift, the investor considers organizing a portfolio to meet
certain risk management criteria or portfolio objectives
 Many plan sponsors are adapting the new framework incrementally; carving out
portions of the portfolio not tied to a specific asset class
 Policies and guidelines become less holdings-based or benchmark-centric and more
absolute return/total risk-oriented
 A Strategic allocation framework implicitly recognizes the fact that all sub-asset
classes within a larger asset class do not all respond to the same economic forces
•

This became abundantly clear during the 2008 financial crisis
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Strategic Class Framework
 The fixed income asset class is a hallmark example of the shortcomings of traditional
asset allocation and the relative strength of a Strategic class methodology
 Fixed income as an asset class encompasses a wide range of security types and
borrower characteristics (any security that represents a loan to another entity)
 Because of this, different fixed income segments of the market performed strikingly
differently during the financial crisis
 Securities backed by the full faith and credit of the government benefit from their
prices being bid up in a flight to safety while at the same time securities backed by
questionable assets/companies fell dramatically
 This led to a striking dichotomy in investor’s returns dependant on what they actually
owned within their fixed income portfolios
 For many plan sponsors their fixed income allocation did not “act” the way the
expected/ modeled when determining their policy portfolios
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Strategic Class Framework
 Which segment of the fixed income universe an investor was allocated to had an
enormous impact on their performance during the financial crisis
 Many higher risk segments of the fixed income universe behaved much more like
equities than government backed securities
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Strategic Class Framework
 Using a Strategic allocation framework improves the transparency of the overall
allocation process allowing for better insight into the portfolio’s likely response(s) to
major macro events
 Instead of grouping assets purely on what type of security they are (traditional asset
classes) a Strategic allocation framework groups assets based on the underlying
economic drivers of the securities
 For example, many segments of the fixed income universe respond much more to
factors that influence the performance of equites (GDP growth, business cycle) than
they do to factors that influence the performance of government-backed fixed
income securities (interest rate level and movement, changes in yield curve)
 As such, a Strategic framework groups assets by the economic factors that drive their
risk/return profiles
•

For example, high yield debt, bank loans, opportunistic real estate would fall
under the same umbrella as global equities because their returns and risk are
driven by similar factors: Growth
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Strategic Class Framework
 Conceptually, a portfolio can be organized by investment objective and risk tolerance with asset
classes and segments becoming “feeders”

Growth
Oriented

• Focused on equity oriented strategies.
• Strategies’ returns driven by global economic growth.
• For example, high yield debt and opportunistic real estate.

Inflation
Oriented

• Broad collection of asset classes: TIPS, infrastructure, commodity-oriented,
timber, core real estate, and absolute return.
• Strategies designed to return positively under inflation pressures.

Protection
Oriented

• Fixed income and fixed income substitutes, but also protection against
market event risk.
• Low volatility and stable total return strategies.
• Long duration Treasuries may stabilize the asset class and protect against
event risk.

 Such a structure is expected to be more complex, but also more flexible
 Many plan sponsors are beginning to move in this direction structuring functional classes and
reorganizing assets under these functional definitions
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Strategic Class Framework
FRAMEWORK COMPARISON
Traditional Asset Class Framework
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 A Strategic framework allows for a more streamlined portfolio structure at the risk level
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Strategic Class Framework
A number of large Plan Sponsors have transitioned to a Strategic
class structure
CALPERS STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
Strategic
Risk Classes

Supporting Asset Classes

Policy
Target

Growth

Public Equities
Private Equity

61%

Income

US Fixed Income
International Fixed Income

20%

Real Assets

Real Estate
Infrastructure
Forestland

12%

Inflation Assets

Inflation-Linked Bonds
Commodities

6%

Liquidity

Short-term high-quality fixed
income securities

1%

Source: CalPERS Interim Strategic Targets. CalPERS.ca.gov
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Strategic Class Framework
Conclusions
 Like most institutional portfolios, the EBMUDERS’ portfolio is heavily allocated to
growth risk
 Growth risk may show up where you don’t expect it (think: fixed income)
 A strategic framework may clarify exposures and expectations, but... achieving a
more risk-balanced portfolio may require portfolio restructuring, not tinkering
 Diversification only works well if the offsetting risks are IDENTIFIED & MEANINGFUL
 The benefit of a more risk-balanced investment approach is potentially a more riskefficient portfolio (higher return per unit of risk borne)
 Strategic allocation framework is a paradigm, not a product. It is a trustee level
decision, requiring some heavy lifting to get up the curve
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DISCLOSURES: This document is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute an offer of securities of any of the issuers that may be described herein. Information
contained herein may have been provided by third parties, including investment firms providing information on returns and assets under management, and may not have been
independently verified. The past performance information contained in this report is not necessarily indicative of future results and there is no assurance that the investment in
question will achieve comparable results or that the Firm will be able to implement its investment strategy or achieve its investment objectives. The actual realized value of currently
unrealized investments (if any) will depend on a variety of factors, including future operating results, the value of the assets and market conditions at the time of disposition, any
related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions and circumstances on which any current unrealized valuations are based.
Neither PCA nor PCA’s officers, employees or agents, make any representation or warranty, express or implied, in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in this document or any oral information provided in connection herewith, or any data subsequently generated herefrom, and accept no responsibility, obligation or
liability (whether direct or indirect, in contract, tort or otherwise) in relation to any of such information. PCA and PCA’s officers, employees and agents expressly disclaim any and all
liability that may be based on this document and any errors therein or omissions therefrom. Neither PCA nor any of PCA’s officers, employees or agents, make any representation of
warranty, express or implied, that any transaction has been or may be effected on the terms or in the manner stated in this document, or as to the achievement or reasonableness
of future projections, management targets, estimates, prospects or returns, if any. Any views or terms contained herein are preliminary only, and are based on financial, economic,
market and other conditions prevailing as of the date of this document and are therefore subject to change.
The information contained in this report may include forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements include a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond the
control of the Firm, which may result in material differences in actual results, performance or other expectations. The opinions, estimates and analyses reflect PCA’s current judgment,
which may change in the future.
Any tables, graphs or charts relating to past performance included in this report are intended only to illustrate investment performance for the historical periods shown. Such tables,
graphs and charts are not intended to predict future performance and should not be used as the basis for an investment decision.
All trademarks or product names mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. The index data
provided is on an “as is” basis. In no event shall the index providers or its affiliates have any liability of any kind in connection with the index data or the portfolio described herein.
Copying or redistributing the index data is strictly prohibited.
The Russell indices are either registered trademarks or trade names of Frank Russell Company in the U.S. and/or other countries.
The MSCI indices are trademarks and service marks of MSCI or its subsidiaries.
Standard and Poor’s (S&P) is a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. S&P indices, including the S&P 500, are a registered trademark of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
CBOE, not S&P, calculates and disseminates the BXM Index. The CBOE has a business relationship with Standard & Poor's on the BXM. CBOE and Chicago Board Options Exchange
are registered trademarks of the CBOE, and SPX, and CBOE S&P 500 BuyWrite Index BXM are servicemarks of the CBOE. The methodology of the CBOE S&P 500 BuyWrite Index is
owned by CBOE and may be covered by one or more patents or pending patent applications.
The Barclays Capital indices (formerly known as the Lehman indices) are trademarks of Barclays Capital, Inc.
The Citigroup indices are trademarks of Citicorp or its affiliates.
The Merrill Lynch indices are trademarks of Merrill Lynch & Co. or its affiliates.
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